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1.

ABSTRACT

The studied micro-CHP unit converts concentrated solar energy into electricity and heat by
coupling a 46.5 m² parabolic trough collector with an oil-free single-cylinder steam engine
operating according to the Hirn cycle. Originalities of this system are two axis solar tracking
and direct steam generation. The exhaust heat of the cycle is recovered to cover building's heat
needs, while the electricity is either self-consumed or fed back into the electricity grid.
Experimental studies have shown that it is impossible to achieve continuous operation of the
facility without an additional heat source. Thus, we are studying solutions for integrating a
backup heating system from dynamic thermal simulations performed with TRNSYS© software
One of them consists in adding a 30 kW boiler to the primary circuit in order to ensure daily
electricity production. However, this is restricted by the considered storage tank. A parametric
study on the volume of the storage tank makes it possible to propose an optimal solution for
heat recovery. The results indicate that a storage volume of 3 m3 meets the needs of the building
and limits the heat losses due to heat storage. In order to optimize the use of such a micro-CHP
unit, a heat sharing between several buildings equipped with 3 m3 storage seems therefore to
be a coherent solution.
Keywords: micro-CHP, distributed generation, solar energy, concentrating solar power, direct
steam generation, building, numerical simulation
2.

INTRODUCTION

Micro-CHP is a distributed generation of electricity and heat for low electrical power
(<50 kWel) [1] [2]. The principle is to recover waste heat during electrical production using a
thermodynamic cycle. This heat can then be used to cover heating and domestic hot water needs
of a building.
Micro-CHP reduces primary energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions with higher
efficiency than separate production of electricity and heat [3]. It should also be noted that in
Europe, the recent "Climate Energy Package" agreements signed in 2014 aim to increase
renewable energies in the energy mix by up to 27 %, reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at
least 40 % and improve the energy efficiency of systems by at least 27 % by 2030 [4]. A microCHP unit operating from concentrated solar energy can therefore meet the objectives previously
mentioned. In this context of integrating renewable energies into the energy mix and improving
the efficiency of energy production systems, many micro-CHP units using renewable energies
are currently under study [5].
The solar micro-CHP unit studied here converts concentrated solar energy into electricity and
heat by coupling a 46.5 m² parabolic trough collector with an oil-free single-cylinder steam
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engine operating according to a Hirn cycle. This system has been the subject of several previous
works [6] [7] [8] dealing with the evaluation of performances of the solar concentrator, the
steam engine and the whole system. Experimental studies have shown that it is impossible to
ensure continuous operation of the installation without an additional heat source [9].
Studies on the integration of micro-CHP units into buildings have already been conducted.
Concerning a SenerTech's DACH micro-CHP unit, Campos-Celador et al. [10] proposed a
thermo-economic study of the integration into a 160 kW boiler room supplying a group of
residential buildings. Thanks to annual simulations carried out with TRNSYS16© software, the
building's needs have been determined. From a comprehensive study [11], it is possible to
define the main advantages and difficulties of integrating a micro-CHP unit into a boiler room.
Interesting notions about thermal storage to ensure a continuous electrical production have been
highlighted.
Habibi and Varmazyar [10] have conducted an experimental study in order to investigate the
behavior of a gas micro-CHP unit generating 14 kW electrical power and 35 kW thermal power.
Authors pointed out the influence of heating network’s supply temperature to ensure the
performance of the installation. The lower the supply temperature is, the better the performance
of the system is. It also appeared that an increase in the electrical power generated leads to
better overall performances.
For an installation using biofuel, Chen et al. [12] proposed a dynamic optimization of an
electrical storage installation to meet the electricity and heat needs of a residential building. The
originality of this study is installation controlled by a decision tree. However, uncertainties
about the performance of the engine powered by biofuel remain under investigation.
In general, it seems that there is a real enthusiasm for micro-cogeneration systems integrated
into the building. Several studies [13] [14] [15] [16] and policy proposals [17] [18] illustrate
the interest on cogeneration, and specifically micro-cogeneration in buildings [19] [20] [21]
[22] [23].
3.

SOLAR-MICRO CHP UNIT MODEL

In this section, we describe the main components of the studied solar micro-CHP unit as well
as the models used to simulate its operation. For additional technical information on these
various components, one can refer to published experimental works previously mentioned.
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Figure 1 : Schematic diagram of the studied solar micro-CHP unit
Two lines of parabolic trough collectors with a collection area of 46,5 m² following the solar
position thanks to a two-axis tracking system compose the solar field. Within the steel absorber
tube located at the focal point of the mirror, water circulates at low flow and high pressure to
be vaporized. An additional electrical heater ensures good engine intake conditions even in
order to compensate solar intermittencies (5 kW). The steam engine converts thermal energy
into electrical one using an alternator. The hydraulic skid called « heat exchanger » in Figure 1
is composed by various components providing the interface between the primary loop and a
cooling one. Finally, a high pressure pump is used to reach pressure and flowrate set points
(25 bars and 30 kg/hr respectively).

3.1 Parabolic trough collector model
A model to characterize the efficiency of the solar concentrator has been defined. It consists of
determining the optical efficiency and the convective loss coefficient. Thus, ratio of thermal
energy transmitted to the fluid divided per total solar energy received by the mirrors surface
can be calculated:

 sol 

Pth , sol
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  Tsat  Tin , sol 

 
  Text 
m (hout , sol  hin , sol )
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S sol I
I





(1)

Where, 𝑚̇ corresponds to the mass flow in the concentrator, hout,sol is the enthalpy at the outlet
of the solar field, hin,sol is the enthalpy at the inlet of the solar field, Ssol corresponds to the surface
of the mirrors, I corresponds to the irradiance, Tsat is the saturation temperature, Tin,sol is the
water temperature at the inlet of the solar field and Text represents the external temperature
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This polynomial form of efficiency is usually defined for solar thermal systems [24]. Note that
an accurate description of direct steam generation generally leads to more complex models [25]
[26] [27] [28] that are incompatible with dynamic thermal modelling.

3.2 Steam engine model
The model used for the steam engine has also been based on experimental data obtained on a
test bench with a controllable heat source [8]. This model allows to express the filling factor as
well as the isentropic efficiency of the engine as a function of the pressure ratio, the intake
water density and the engine rotation speed [29] :
n 1 n 1 n 1

FF   bijk ln(rp ) i  inj ln(N ) k  bn00 ln(rp ) n  b0n0  in n  b0n0 ln(N ) n

(2)

i 0 j 0 k 0

n 1 n 1 n 1

exp   aijk ln( rp )i inj N k  an 00 ln( rp ) n  a0 n 0 in n  a0 n 0 N n

(3)

i 0 j 0 k 0

Where, rp corresponds to the pressure ratio between the intake and exhaust of the engine, N is
the rotational speed of the engine, ρin is the density at the intake and the coefficients a and b are
calibrated from experimental measurements.
In practice, only the first order terms are considered. Once the motor characteristics have been
determined, it is possible to calculate the enthalpy of the output fluid as well as the electric
production thanks to the following relations:
FF 

m admis

 inVswept

 exp 

m admis
N
 in  Vswept
 60 

Pel
m admis (hin  hout ,is )

(4)

(5)

Where Pel corresponds to the electrical power, 𝑚̇𝑎𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑠 is the actual flowrate admitted into the
steam engine, Vswept is the volume swept by the piston, hin corresponds to the admission steam
enthalpy and hout,is is the isentropic steam enthalpy at the outlet of the steam engine.
As described in equation (4), the filling factor therefore corresponds to the ratio of the mass
admitted into the engine to the theoretical mass contained in the intake volume.
A stationary balance assuming constant exchange efficiency models heat exchanges between
the primary and secondary loops. In accordance with the experimental data, it is assumed that
the water flow temperature to the solar field is fixed. Thus, one can write:

PHX  m (hin , HX  hout , HX )


Pcooling

 HX



m cooling C p (Tout ,cooling  Tin ,cooling )

(6)

 HX

The efficiency of the exchanger, εHX, is assumed constant and equal to 80 %. Thus, the thermal
power obtained on the secondary loop is deduced from an enthalpy balance and is about 15 kW,
which is in agreement with measured experimental values.
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3.3 Boiler model
The used model here, defined by its overall efficiency and its combustion efficiency, is a model
available in the TRNSYS© TESS library (Type 638). The maximum boiler power output is
fixed and the power required to reach the enthalpy set point at the boiler outlet is calculated by:

Q needed  m (hobj  hout ,PTC )

(7)

Where hobj corresponds to the enthalpy aimed at the inlet of the steam engine and hout,PTC
corresponds to the enthalpy at the outlet of the solar field.
Once the necessary power is determined, the boiler power output can be defined as follows:

Qboiler  min( Q needed , Q max )
For the boiler model, a total efficiency of 0.78 is defined. The value of the
combustion efficiency is 0.85.

(8)

3.4 Other models
Pump and hot water tank models come from the TRNSYS library (Type 114 and Type 534
respectively).
4.

THE BUILDING MODEL

The building model has been carefully defined because it determine heating requirements
according to the envelope, indoor temperature set point, outdoor temperature and internal gains.

4.1 Description
The modelled building is located on the INCAS platform of the INES site located in Chambéry,
France. It is a two floors house with a net floor area of 97.5 m². It includes a kitchen, a dining
room / living room, a laundry room, an entrance hall and a toilet on the ground floor. On the
first floor, there are three bedrooms, a bathroom and a toilet. For the modelling, we consider
the following rooms as heated: the bathroom, the kitchen/living room, and the three bedrooms
upstairs. Plans of the INCAS house are provided by Figure 2.

Figure 2: Plans of the INCAS house, ground floor (left) and first floor (right)
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4.2 Building heating
The heating contribution of the micro-CHP unit has to ensure the thermal comfort into the
house. Thus, set point temperatures are defined in each heated room. Figure 3 shows
temperature profiles defined for weekdays and weekends. These temperature levels are
essential for calculating losses and heating requirements.
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Figure 3 : Set temperatures in heated rooms of the building

P [kW]

Therefore, the heat requirements of the building can be calculated from dynamic thermal
simulations performed with TRNSYS© software. For one year, Figure 4 shows the heating
capacity required to reach the set point temperature in the heated zones.
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Figure 4 : Annual power profile for heating

4.3 Withdrawal of domestic hot water
The domestic hot water drawing profile is defined for one week and is derived from the open
access model developed by McKenna et al. [30]. The profile shown by Figure 5 is
representative of a consumption of four people. Water is assumed to be consumed at 60°C.
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Figure 5: Hot domestic water withdrawal profile

4.4 Electrical requirements
Electrical requirements are based on the McKenna's model [30]. The electricity consumption
profile is defined for one day and four occupants. This profile provides the electrical power
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P [kW]

consumed by the building (Figure 6). Note that the model distinguishes electrical consumption
from lighting and household appliances. Total consumption is considered in this study.
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Figure 6: Daily electrical power consumption
5.

INTEGRATION OF MICRO-CHP UNIT INTO THE BUILDING

We propose in this numerical work to replace the electrical heater at the solar field outlet by a
boiler of greater power (30 kW) in order to ensure the water evaporation even in the absence of
sunlight. For the modeling considered, the time step used is 15 min. It results from a
compromise between the need for a small time step to represent the control of the microgenerator and a large time step to perform annual reviews. Figure 7 presents a schematic
diagram of the coupling between the micro-CHP unit and the building.

Figure 7: Coupling between the micro-CHP unit and the building
According to the numerical modeling, the micro-CHP unit produces electricity and stores heat
in the storage tank regardless of the amount of sunlight, and this in order to provide heating and
domestic hot water production for the building.
The objective of this integration is to produce electricity and heat in order to cover building’s
needs while promoting the use of solar energy. For this purpose, it is assumed that the system
operates during the day and as long as the storage tank is not fully charged (average storage
tank temperature below 85 °C).
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Figure 8: Hydraulic diagram corresponding to the case study
Figure 8 shows the domestic hot water, radiator and underfloor heating distribution networks.
For each circuit, solenoid valves ensure the flow temperature of the circuits according to a
heating curve.
In this section, we present the architecture of the TRNSys modelling. This study is based on the
modelling of the micro-CHP unit, its hydraulic integration and the building.

5.1 The primary loop

Figure 9: TRNSYS modelling of the primary loop
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The primary loop is one of the most difficult elements to model. In particular, unsteady
phenomena in the solar field can lead to variations in the output steam flow. To our knowledge,
there is no similar installation already studied. Thus, the originality of the studied solar microCHP unit prevents the use of model already existing in the TRNSys library. In order to
implement the experimentally determined correlations and to have access to a database of the
thermo-physical properties of water, Matlab© software has been used.
In Figure 9 the main Types used to model the primary circuit are shown. Between each of these
Types, main information characteristics are the flow rate, enthalpy and pressure, which make it
possible to carry out energy balances. The time schedule is the main control presented in green.
The operating period of the micro-CHP unit is between 10h and 18h in order to benefit from
the solar resource. It should be noted that the charging of the thermal storage tank is a
determining factor in the control of the installation. Finally, the meteorological data,
represented in blue, provide access to the evolution of sunshine and outdoor temperature
according to the geographical location of the building. We consider in this study that it is located
in La Rochelle, France. Note that Figure 9 shows an integration proposal for which the
additional heat source (boiler) is located on the primary loop.

5.2 The secondary loop

Figure 10: TRNSys modelling of the secondary loop
Figure 10 shows the secondary loop. Characteristics transmitted between the different types are
mainly the flow rate, temperature and pressure of the water in the system.
Main parameters of this loop are the flowrate and storage tank characteristics. We considered a
heat tank with two internal exchangers to meet the needs of the heating and DHW network.
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5.3 The distribution loop and the coupling to the building

Figure 11: TRNSys modelling of the distribution loop
Finally, Figure 11 shows the distribution loop. For the DHW network, a tempering valve
distributes the flow to the storage tank and to a mixing valve according to the set point
temperature of 60 °C on the DHW withdrawal. It should be noted that heat losses located in the
piping system were not taken in account here.
The pumps are located at the start of each hydraulic network. There are two heating networks
in this installation: a radiator network composed by five radiators and a network for the
underfloor heating. For clarity reasons, we represent only one radiator network in Figure 11.
For each emitter, tempering valves are used to adapt the supply temperature of the networks
according to heating curve. The heating capacities are then injected into the building via the
Type 56 in the form of gains for each zone of the building. The calculation of the thermal power
emitted in each heated room takes into account its ambient temperature value.
5.3.1 Emitter modeling
The water regime of the radiators is determined in order to reach a temperature difference of
55/40 °C between inlet and outlet for outdoor conditions of -5 °C. The latter allows the sizing
of emitters. For the underfloor heating system, the temperature difference between inlet and
outlet is set to 35/28°C considering a flow rate of 120 kg/h.
It should be noted that a time schedule carries out the activation of the pump that supplies the
radiator network, safety devices on the outside temperature and the ambient temperature. This
means that the heating network is supplied according to a time schedule, but also if the outside
temperature falls below -5 °C or if the ambient temperature in main rooms drops below 15 °C.
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5.3.2 The distribution network
We detail in Figure 12 the radiator network operating principle. For underfloor heating, the
control strategy is similar, without change in flowrate.
The achievement of the set point temperature in each room of the building is mainly ensured
by:
 The flow temperature of the network, which is calculated using a heating curve
depending on the outdoor temperature;
 The sizing of emitters, determined from usual laws;
 The flowrate control in each radiator, which is carried out by building occupants in
practice, using thermostatic valves. A proportional flow control law based on the
temperature difference between the set point and the ambient temperature was
considered here. This law provides an opening signal in 0 and 1 calculated from the
temperature difference between the ambient temperature and the set point (Figure 12).



Figure 12: Schematic diagram of the radiator network
Thereafter, the radiator power is calculated by the emission law (12) and then taken into account
in the heat balance of each heated room as a gain:
 C p (Twater,in  Twater, out )
Q radiator  c(Ts  Tamb ) n  m

(12)

where c and n are constants depending on the type of radiator considered and the nominal
operating conditions. The constant c is defined by the nominal conditions of operation while n
corresponds to the type of radiator considered. For this simulation, the n value is equal to 1,4.
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6.

RESULTS
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This section presents the main results from numerical simulations. For a week with heating
needs (cold period), external conditions and powers generated by the micro-CHP units are
plotted on Figure 13 and Figure 14 respectively. The weather data come from the Meteonorm
database for the city of La Rochelle. Figure 14 confirms the need of an additional heat source
(boiler) to ensure the continuous operation of the system.

Figure 13: Evolution of solar irradiation and outside temperature
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Figure 14: Evolution of the micro-CHP unit and boiler power
The boiler therefore supplements the concentrator's energy input and ensures constant inlet
conditions to the steam engine. However, the system operation time is restricted by the storage
tank load. Indeed, the micro-CHP unit is stopped while it is in its operating period. This is due
to the fact that the average temperature of the storage tank has reached 85 °C. Figure 15 shows
the evolution of the average temperature within the storage tank.
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Figure 15: Average temperature within the storage tank
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The average temperature in the storage tank must remain high enough to ensure temperature
supply of domestic hot water, radiator and underfloor heating networks. The DHW and heating
loads are presented by Figure 16.
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Figure 16: Details of the different water draws from the storage tank
The first graph in Figure 16 corresponds to the domestic hot water draws. The mixing valve
outlet temperature is shown in blue. Thus, each time the withdrawal flow is not zero, this
temperature must be equal to the set point temperature (60 °C). In other words, in order to meet
the DHW requirements, the system must provide a temperature above 60 °C at the storage tank
tap. The two others correspond to the radiator and underfloor heating network. For the radiators,
a water regime of 55/40 °C for an outside temperature of -5 °C was chosen to determine the
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network power. For the underfloor heating, a 35/28°C regime was chosen. The flow rate in the
underfloor heating is constant, equal to 120 kg/hr.
Finally, power generation and consumption are shown by Figure 17. The superposition of these
two curves makes it possible to quantify the self-consumed electricity as well as the electricity
surplus and the imported electricity from the grid.
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Figure 17: Electrical balance of the installation
Figure 17 points out the low self-consumption rate of the installation for the considered
electricity consumption profile. Two observations can explain this low rate of electricity needs
coverage. Firstly, the operation of the system between 10am and 6pm prevents production
during the high evening demand. However, this is classical for solar systems. Secondly, it has
already been mentioned that the system operation is limited by the storage tank load. Thus, the
use of electrical storage and the increase in thermal requirements are two ways to improve
performances of the micro-CHP unit. This second point will be discussed in section 8.

6.1 Summary
First of all an operating balance (illustrated by Figure 18) of the installation gives an account
of the electrical and thermal energies produced by the installation from the energies consumed
in order to obtain the output of the installation.
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156 kWh
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577 kWh
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Boiler

142 kWh
19 %
539 kWh
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Heat recovered
Electricity generated
Losses (exchanger, steam engine)

Parabolic trough concentrator

Figure 18: Balance of heat and electricity production by the micro-CHP unit for a cold week
During the heating period, the heating requirements are much higher than the requirements for
DHW and electricity. The overall efficiency of the system is 81 % and it appears to be similar
to that determined experimentally. A second assessment quantifies the final heat used by the
consumer.
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During the winter period heat needs are divided in DHW and heating needs. The latter is much
greater than the first one, according to Figure 19. This was expected as in France, the DHW
need represents 12.1% of the total average energy consumption, while it is 61.3% for heating
[31].

110 kWh
20 %
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15 %

348 kWh
65 %

Heating consumption
DHW consumption
Losses

Figure 19: Balance of heat provided by the distribution loop
Finally, an overall assessment of the production by the micro-CHP unit has been carried out
and shown by Figure 20. Note the importance of heat needs that represents 89% of the building's
energy needs during the heating period.
3 kWh
1%

49 kWh
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81 kWh
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Self-consumed electricity
Excess electricity
DHW consumption
Heating consumption

Figure 20: Balance of the production by the micro-CHP unit

6.2 Annual summary
For an entire year, production and consumption have been summed monthly and results are
plotted in Figure 21. These results constitute an interesting synthesis of the operation of the
micro-CHP unit during the whole year.
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Figure 21: Balance of production and monthly consumption of the micro-CHP unit
It can be seen that DHW consumption remains constant while heating needs vary. Electricity is
produced less in summer than in winter. This is due to the fact that the micro-CHP unit operates
less in summer because it is limited by the load of the storage tank. Overall, the boiler's heat
production remains majoritary in comparison to solar gains.
Finally, the overall efficiency decreases during the summer (63% in January and 37% in July).
This is logical because the low heat consumption in summer means that the tank does not
discharge much. Thus, the thermal losses of the storage tank are greater during the summer
period.
7.

IMPACT OF THE HEAT STORAGE VOLUME INCREASE ON THE SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE

It has been shown that the charge of the storage tank is the limiting factor for the operation of
the micro-CHP unit throughout the day. Indeed, the micro-CHP unit studied produces ten times
more heat than electricity. It is therefore necessary to adapt the heat storage for such a system
and we propose in this Section an investigation on the impact of the storage volume on its
performance. For a whole year, we considered heat storage volumes ranging from 1 m3 to 50 m3
as shown by Figure 23.
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Figure 22: Effect of the heat storage volume on the system performance
Figure 23 points out that an increase in the storage volume has a small impact on the electrical
production of the micro-CHP unit. A ten-fold increase in volume, from 1 to 10 m3, leads to only
a twofold rise in electrical production. A tank volume leading to the lowest loss ratio and
ensuring heat requirements seems therefore to be the most relevant solution (Figure 23 (b)).
Not surprisingly, the system operating time is longer when the heat storage volume increases
(20% of the maximum operating time for a volume of 1 m3, 90% for a volume of 50 m3). On
one hand, such increase in heat storage volume leads to a more continuous operation but, on
the other hand, it significantly increases heat losses.
The results suggest that preference should be given to the use of a 3 m3 storage tank for this
micro-CHP unit. To make the best use of the available heat, several houses with heat storage
volumes could be connected. Indeed, low storage tanks volume limits heat losses while an
increase in the number of consumers, and thus buildings, allows highest operating time of the
system, and electricity production too.
8.

CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we propose a solution for integrating a solar micro-CHP unit into a residential
building. The system operates according to Hirn's thermodynamic cycle for electricity
generation. It is based on direct steam generation within the absorber tube of a parabolic trough
collector equipped with a two-axis solar tracking system.
Previous experimental works have pointed out the difficulty for the solar micro-CHP unit to
operate without additional heater. We have therefore proposed a numerical model for
integration of the micro-CHP unit to a building with backup on the primary loop.
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Technically, the feasibility of adding such an additional heat source has to be studied. The
results for a winter week and for a whole year show that the overall efficiency of the system
can be interesting (up to 81 %). However, since it is oversized for a single building, it appears
that its operation is limited by the storage tank load. An increase in the thermal load leads to an
increase in the production by the system.
Finally, a parametrical study on the impact of the storage volume has been carried out. As the
system produces a large amount of heat compared to its electrical production, it is necessary to
propose an optimal heat use management strategy. Results suggest to share the heat between
several dwellings with storage volumes of 3 m3.
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